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Finite rings with identity having GLC2m)
as the group of units




주어진 환에 있어서 가역원 전체의 집합은 공셉꾼을 이룬다. 이 팝셈군이 순회인 유한환
은 그 구조가 완전히 결정된다는 것은 이미 알려져 있다.
본 논문에서는 다음 정리블 증명한다.
정리 (3. 1)





In this paper, we will determine the finite rings having the general linear group
GL2( 2"') as the group of units.
Our main theorem is as follows:
Theorem 3.1. Let R be a finite ring with identity. Suppose that the group R* of all
units is isomorphic to GL2(2"'). Then
R드M2(2껴)잉Z2밍 잉Z2'
where M2(2"') is the 2X2 matrix ring over the Galois field GF(2"').
There are several results in the literature which is related to our theorem. Gilmer (1963)
determined all finite commutatiγe rings with identity such that the group of units is
cyclic.
Eldridge and Fischer (1967) showed that a ring satisfying the descending chain condi-
tion for left (right) ideills and having a cyclic group of units must be finite. Furthermore,
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they showed that there is essentially only one non-commutative ring satisfying these
conditions. Eldridge (1969) showed that part of the structure of an artinian ring is de-
termined when it has a solvable, simple, nilpotent, supersolvable , torsion , or :finitely
generated qy.asi-regular group and that for the case of a simple quasi-regular group, the
rings are completely determined. Di tor (1971) has characterized a :finite ring whose group
of units is of odd order.
The structure of GL2(2m) is useful for our discussion.
The notations in this paper are standard. Most of them are taken from McDonald
(1974) for the ring theory and from Gorenstein (1968) for the group theory.
2. Preliminary results.
Let R be a ring with identity. An element r of R is called a μηit if r has the multi-
plicative inverse. The set of all units of a ring R forms amultipIicative group , which is
denoted by R*.
In this section we will give some results which will be used in this paper.
The following two propositions are well-known.
Proposition 2. 1. Let Rαd(R) be the Jacobson radical of a ring R.. Then 1+Rad(R)
is a normal subgroup of R*.
Proof. The proof maybe found ·in McDonald (1974).
Proposition 2.2. A :finite semi-simple ring R is isomorphic to a :finite direct sum of
the full matrix rings over :fields, that is,
R프Mn， (F1Yd1..····(f;Mn,(Fr) .
In particular,
R*드GL씨(F1) x ...... xGLn,(Fr ) .
Proof. This is proved in Barshay (1969).
Now we consider the ring M2(F) of all 2X2 matrices over a field I<. The geηerallinear
gro때 GL2 ( F) is the group of units of M2(F). The subgroup of GL2(F) consisting of
matrices of determinant 1 is called the special linear grozφ， and is denoted by SL2(F).
The center Z of GL2(F) consists of the scalar matrices and the corresponding factor
group PGL 2( F')=GL2(F)/Z is called the projectψe linear gro때. The image PSL2 ( F) of
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SLz(F) in PGLz(η is called the projecti'νe special linear groμ:p.
Note that GLz(2)=SLz(2) , and it is isomorphic to the symmetric group of degree 3.
Proposition 2.3. Let F be a finite field with q elements. Then
IGLz(F) I=q(qC 1) (q-- 1)
and
\SLz(F) I=q(qZ_ l) .
Proof. This is a well-known result. The proof may be found in Gorenstein (1968) .
Proposition 2.4. The projective special linear group PGLn(F) is simple for η늘2 except
in the case η=2， IFI=2 or 3. In particular, SLz(2m) is simple if m늘 2.
Proof. This is proved in Gorenstein (1968) .
We conclude this section with the following proposition.
Proposition 2.5. Let S be a Sylo짜 2-subgroup of GLn(2m) , η늘2. Then S is an ele-
mentary abelian if and only if η=2.














Then it is clear that S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of GLι2m) . By an easy calculation, the
above· assertion follows.
3. Main theorem.
In this section we will prove the following theorem.
Theorξm 3.1. Let R be a finite ring suchthat the group R* of units is isomorphic to
GLz(2m) . Then
R르Mz(2m)잉Zz밍 잉Zz.
The above theorem will be proved by a series of propositions. Throughout this section ,
R is a finite ring which satisfies the condition in Theorem 3. 1.
Proposition 3. 2. The characteristic of R is 2.
Proo f. Let k be the characteristic of R and let Ro be the 8ubring of R generated by 1.
Then Ro르Zk' the ring of integers modulo k, and Z，겹르Ro* is a subgroup of the center
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Z(R*) of R*. Since jZ(R*)1=2m - l is an odd integer, IZ생 I =lfJ(k) must be odd. There-
fore, k=2.
Proposition 3. 3. The order of R is a power of 2.
Proof. Suppose that the order of R is not a power of 2. Then there exists a prime
number p, p추2， such that p divides the order of R.
By the Cauchy’s theorem, there exists an element of R with order p. This is a con-
tradiction to the Proposition 3. 2. Hence the order of R is a power of 2.
Proposition 3.4. The Jacobson radical Rad(R) of R is O. Moreover ,
R~M씨 (ql)EB······EBMη ，(qT)， qi=2k ‘·
Proof. Let 81= { [6 ~] : aεGF(2m) } and 82=: {[~ n: aEGF(2m ) }
Then 81 and 82 are Sylow 2-:subgroups of R￥. Now 1+Rad(R) is a normal 2-subgroup
of R츄 . Thus· 1+Rad(R) is contained in all Sylow 2~subgroups. Hence 1+Rad(R) =81n82
==1. This implies that Rad(R)=O.
The second assertion follows from Proposition 2.2 and 3.2.
Proposition 3.5. There are normal subgroups Gj, ....··, GT of R￥ such that
R*=G1X .. · .. ·xG"
where Gi=GLn;(qi) , qi=2k ; .
Proof. By Proposition 3.4, R즉Mn，(Q1)밍 · · · ..·EBMn'(qT). Hence
R*=GLη，(q1) x ......xGL까(QT)'
Therefore the assertion holds.
Proposition 3.6. Let H be the normal subgroup of R* which is isomorphic to the
normal subgroup 8L2(2’η of GL2(2n‘) , and let Z(R싹) be the center of R*. Then
R*=Z(R선H.
Proof. The assertion follows from the structure of GL2(2m) .
Proposition 3.7. If m=l, then R드M2(2)잉Z2EB......EBZ2.
Proof. By Proposition 3. 4, we have
R*즌GLn，(Ql) X ...... XGLn,CqT)'
Since R* is non-abelian, at least one of the ni, say nh is not equal to 1. Since IR* I



























Moreover, k;=l for all i=l , 2, ......, η. Therefore,
R드M2(Z2) EBZ2EB · · · · · · EBZ2.
Proposition 3.8, If m>1, then R르M2(2m)밍Z2밍 밍Z2 '
Proof. By Proposition 3.5, we have R*=G1XG2X xGro Since R* is not abelian,
at least one of the G; is not abelian. Assume that G1 is not abelian.
First, we will prove that R*=Z(R*)G1•
The subgroup Z(R선Gj is a normal subgroup of R풍. Let H be the subgroup of R*
defined in Proposition 3.6. Since the index IR*: HI of H in R* is 2m-1 and
IZ(R*)Gd>2m-l , we have Z(R*)G1 nH추 1. It follows from Proposition 2.4 that
Z(R*)Gj글Fl， and hence Z(R선Gj극Z(R*)Fl=R*. Therefore, R*=Z(R*)Gj.
Secondly, we will prove that G1르GL2(2m) .
Since Z(R*)=Z(G j) X ...... XZ(Gr) , we have
R*=G1xZ(G2) X·….. xZ(Gr ) .
Therefore, G;=Z(G;) for all i늘 2 . Since G;=GLηi(q;) ， this implies that for any i늘 2，
n;=l and IG;\=q‘ - 1. But qj-1 is an odd integer. Hence any Sylow 2-subgroup of R용
is contained in Gj • Now, by Proposition 2.5 and the above arguments, we can conclude
that 끼=2 and ql=2m• This yields Gj르GL2(2씬 .
By the above arguments, we have G;=l forall i늘 2. Hence q;=2 for all i늘 2. There-
fore, by Proposition 3. 4, we have
R즌M2 (2m)잉Z2밍 밍Z2'
Proposition 3.9. Theorem 3. 1 holds.
Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition 3.7 and 3.8. We have completed the proof
of our main theorem.
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